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Abstract. We propose a rule-based camerawork controller for a recently proposed a comic generation system. Five camerawork rules are derived through an analysis of online-game webcomics about Lineage 2, one rule for each of the five event types: chatting, fighting, moving, approaching, and special. Each rule consists of three parts relating to the three camera parameters: camera angle, camera position, and zoom position. Each camera-parameter part contains multiples of shot types whose value indicates the frequency of their usages in the analyzed webcomics. In this paper, comic frames generated with the proposed camerawork controller are shown and compared with those generated with our previous controller based on heuristic rules, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed camerawork controller.

1 Introduction

Comic is a promising media for summarizing experiences in an entertaining fashion. Recent comic applications include summarization of activities in a conference [1], daily activities [2], video sequences [3], and game-play activities [4–6]. Comic-based experience summaries facilitate augmenting personal memories as well as promoting communication among user communities.

Since 2008, we have developed a number of techniques [7–9] for our comic generation system [5] that aims at automatically generating comic from game log. In our system, we adopted the same approach as in [4] where the game engine of a game of interest is used for rendering comic based on information in the game log. Another approach adopted in [6] is that of composing comic from selected screen shots. Although the game engine must be accessible, the former approach provides more room to play with camerawork and thus more varieties in comic.

Recently, in order to utilize the advantage of the game-engine approach, we proposed in [9] a module for manually editing the camerawork of generated comic. However, its initial camerawork, heuristically decided by the authors, lacks varieties and requires a large amount of editing work and thus causes a high burden to the user. To ease this burden, we address here the issue on automatic camerawork control and propose a camerawork controller that automatically
decides the camerawork of each frame based on rules derived from an analysis of online-game webcomics.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Universal and reliable camerawork rules derived from webcomics about Lineage 2,
2. The proposed camerawork controller utilizing the derived rules and providing rich varieties of shots,
3. Outline of our automatic comic generation system applicable to any game, provided that its game engine is accessible.

As with our recent papers, we use, as the research platform, an online game called The ICE (Fig. 1), under development at the authors' laboratory. In The ICE, typical online-game activities, such as monster fighting, chatting with other characters, and item trading, are available.

2 Comic Analysis

We selected the web comics [10] in Japanese whose stories are about Lineage 2 for analyzing camerawork rules. Our reasons for this selection, besides the third author himself being a resident of Lineage 2 and thus familiar with the contents, are as follows:
Table 1. Resulting camerawork rule for each event type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>EL</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>BE</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>TF</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>TB</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>SL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chatting</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2847</td>
<td>2489</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>1265</td>
<td>2939</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaching</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>1733</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>962</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Their stories are based on Lineage 2, fitting to our comic genre.
- Each story has a sufficient length, ensuring the reliability of analysis results.
- Multiple comic writers contribute to the above site, preventing the analysis results from being biased by a single comic writer.

In order to increase the quality and reliability in analysis, we asked two college students to independently read and analyze, based on the same analysis manual, all comics in this site. Their task was to find the frequency of each shot type relating to the camera angle, camera position, and zoom position in the comic frames for five event types defined as follows:

**Chatting event** that includes at least one dialogue or chat balloon

**Fighting event** that includes a content relating to fighting activities

**Moving event** that shows movement of characters

**Approaching event** where at least two characters or objects are approaching each other

**Special event** to which the above four events do not apply.

Note that multiple event types might be applicable to an analyzed comic frame. For each of such frames, the shot types for the camera angle, camera position, and zoom position were shared by and counted for all applicable event types.

Table 1 shows the analysis results integrating the individual results from the two analyzers. An element in this table indicates the frequency of a shot type of interest in the corresponding event. The number of shot types relating to the camera angle, camera position, and zoom position are four, five, and six, respectively; i.e.,

**Camera angle:** Low Angle, Eye Level, High Angle, and Bird Eye shots;

**Camera position:** Front, Tilted Front, Side, Tilted Back, and Back shots;

**Zoom position:** Super Close-up, Close-up, Medium, Knee, Long, and Super Long shots;

where the shot target is the last character who chatted and who performed a fighting action for the chatting event and the fighting event, respectively; for the other event types, the shot target is the player character.

For each shot type of a camera parameter of interest, we use the frequency in Table 1 as its weight in the corresponding event type. The camerawork controller,
described in the next section, uses these weights in a roulette-wheel fashion for deciding a shot-type of each camera parameter for a given event type. For example, considering selection of a shot type of the camera angle for the fighting event, the roulette wheel has four areas with the sizes in the proportion of 65:63:49:0.

3 Camera work Controller and Comic Generation System

Figure 2 depicts an overview of our comic generation system [5] that includes the proposed camera work controller as the most right module. In this system, first, the play log is chronologically divided into multiple partitions, each called a scene, connecting a story (if any) in the play. At the event extraction module, a scene is further divided into multiple chunks, each called an event composed of multiple actions such as fighting, chatting, and moving. After frames have been selected from those events at the frame selection module [8], the parameters for deciding frame size and shape are decided. These parameters are used together with the camera angle, camera position, and zoom position for rendering comic frames.

The proposed camera work controller decides the camera work parameters for a given frame through the following three steps:

1. Determine the event type by using the majority voting of all action types occurring in the frame
2. Perform roulette-wheel selection of a shot type of each camera parameter for the determined event type
3. Set the value of each camera parameter to the predefined value of the selected shot type.

4 Results and Discussions

Figures 3a and 3b show a comic page generated with the previous camera work controller, used in 5,7-9, and that with the proposed camera work controller, respectively. This is from a scene where the player, the robot-like character, and
Fig. 3. Comic page for a chatting scene with the previous camerawork controller and the proposed camerawork controller.
his friend, the dog-like character, are talking to a mission master, the human-like character, in order to receive a game mission. Because the former controller uses only one combination of the camera angle, camera position, and zoom position for each event type, there exist two frame subsequences, each having a same shot type, in the former figure. On the contrary, the latter figure has a richer variety of shot types. Visual comparison between these figures and that between Figs. 4.a and 4.b for a fighting scene also confirm the superiority of the proposed camerawork controller.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper described our camerawork controller that decides a combination of the camera angle, camera position, and zoom position for a frame according to the frame’s event type. Such a decision is done for a given event type using roulette-wheel selection where each shot-type’s weight of a camera angle of interest represents its portion in the wheel. An analysis of Lineage 2 webcomics was conducted to derive those weights. Visual comparison between our previous camerawork controller and the proposed camerawork controller confirms the superiority of the latter.

Our future work includes fine tuning of the camera angle, camera position, and zoom position based on the entropy of each frame segment formed with a technique such as the Berkeley Segmentation Engine [11].
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Fig. 4. Comic page for a fighting scene with the previous camerawork controller and the proposed camerawork controller.


